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Abstract – 1. Energy policy post-Fukushima 
• Following the initial shock: differentiated development, no cohesive European 
policy 
• EU: Nuclear Power (NP) remains important in the context of climate policy  
• Bulk of European countries: Keep or even expand share of NP (UK, Eastern 
Europe)  
• Germany and Switzerland (CH): Exit from NP, in Germany based on previously 
fixed shutdown deadlines for every facility, in CH based on exclusion of new builds.  
 

2. Switzerland's focus 
• Current CH electricity supply: twin pillars of NP + hydro power; high 
sustainability.  
• Federal Council's new energy strategy and its consequences: Strain on economy 
and companies due to market distortion and high renovation costs; plus growing 
environmental stress, dependency on imports and social inequality due to artificially 
high electricity prices. 
 

3. Future of nuclear power in Switzerland  
Conceivable possibilities:  
• Short-term: Relatively rapid ban on nuclear power (but poss. with back-door 
research/no ban on thinking about the technology)  
• Medium-term: Ban on new facilities but old plants continue to operate  
• Long-term: Re-entry/new start, poss. even sanctioned by politicians, on the 
following grounds: rather new facilities than old, good for the climate, cost-
effectiveness, energy security. 
 

4. A new look for nuclear power? 
HTR technology of particular interest due to the following benefits: 
• Disposal (less waste, recycling) 
• Technical controllability, core meltdown impossible 
• Manageable dimensions (particularly important in CH)  
• Financial feasibility  
Whether NP will remain on the agenda, and which technology wins through also 
depends heavily on external factors: climate policy, cost-effectiveness/financial 
feasibility, readiness for market, change in value, trends in other energy sources 
 

5. Summary  
Future of NP difficult to predict. If technology is mature and launched on the market 
within a reasonable time frame, the potential is there. Opportunities outside Europe 
probably greater than in Europe itself. Swiss voters usually make pragmatic, cost-
aware decisions; this being the case, the long-term opportunities remain intact. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
1. Introduction 

 
At next year‘s UN Climate Change Conference in 

Paris, the nations of the world will agree on a 
climate convention.  

The aim is to achieve a legally binding and 
universal agreement on how to tackle global threats: 
global warming, climate change, and air pollution. 

 
However, as we all know, the success of the 

conference is not guaranteed.  
Because we face other global challenges besides 

climate change: the fight against poverty, and 
equitable economic development for all regions of 
the world.  

Both challenges are directly associated with 
energy. And for the world right now, energy means 
around 80% fossil fuels.  

The availability of fossil fuels is the basis of 
prosperity. But burning fossil fuels is also the source 
of climate change. Herein lies the conflict.  

 
With this in mind, we need to take three things 

into consideration: 
 
• In future the world will need more energy. This 

is due to economic and social developments. 

• Yet at the same time we must burn fewer fossil 
fuels. 

• In other words, we must replace fossil fuels 
with other low-CO2 but affordable energies.  

This is what I want to talk about today in Weihai. 
My focus is on nuclear power, the situation in 
Europe and in Switzerland. And on global 
technological developments. 
 

2. Energy Policy post-Fukushima 
 

The encyclopedia of nuclear power today starts 
with "Fukushima". Europe responded in very 
different ways to this desaster. 

Two countries – Germany and Switzerland – very 
quickly decided to withdraw from nuclear power, 
without any detailed analysis.  

Germany has already shut down the first few 
nuclear power stations. The Swiss government will 
do this in gradual steps over the next 20 years.  

Other countries had no nuclear power stations 
even before Fukushima. Nor will they have any in 
the future. 

An important number of countries however 
continue to produce nuclear power. France and 
Finland are each building a new nuclear power 
station, and other countries such as the UK are 
planning to do so.  

Sweden in fact had decided a long time ago to 
abandon nuclear power but in the meantime reversed 
its decision and will not put an end to nuclear. 

The European Union has not set any guidelines 
for its members. But it designates nuclear power as 
important for climate policy.  

What the EU means is obvious: France, Sweden 
or Switzerland generate electricity primarily from 
nuclear and hydro power. Their CO2 emissions 
amount to 5 tonnes per capita and year.  

The UK, Germany or the Netherlands also use 
fossil fuels to generate electricity. Here the CO2 
emissions amount to 7 – 10 tonnes: in other words, 
50 to 100% higher. 

Summary, Point 1: In Europe there is no united 
front, even after Fukushima. Point 2: The type of 
electricity production is decisive for climate policy. 
Point 3: Abandoning nuclear power is inconsistent 
with climate policy. A successful climate policy is 
easier to achieve with nuclear power than without it. 

 
3. Switzerland’s Focus 

 
According to the World Energy Council (WEC), 

Switzerland currently boasts the most sustainable 
energy supplies of any country in the world. That's 
no coincidence. One reason for this is Swiss 
electricity, which is virtually CO2-free:  
58% comes from hydro power, 36% from nuclear 
power, and 6% from waste incineration, biomass, 
solar and wind power. 

In all, Switzerland annually produces roughly as 
much electricity as it needs. So supplies are 
balanced.  

Despite this excellent balance, Switzerland – due 
to Fukushima – today follows a new energy strategy. 
Exit from nuclear power and strong promotion of 
solar and wind power. In doing so, Switzerland is 
copying Germany's policy.  

The trends in the wake of this new policy are 
disappointing: 

• In 20 years' time Switzerland will generate 
around 20% of its electricity from gas or import 
the same percentage – even though it is aiming 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

to invest a great deal of money in subsidies for 
solar and wind power. 

• Gas-generated electricity means more CO2 
emissions than before, and brings with it 
uncertainty of supply. Switzerland itself has no 
gas - that makes it dependent, just as it is for 
electricity imports. 

• The price of electricity is rising because the 
state is imposing levies on it in order to finance 
subsidies. Businesses must pay less in order to 
remain competitive. Private households, on the 
other hand, are paying more. That's unfair. 

  The new policy based on an exit from nuclear 
power does not constitute progress. Neither for 
Switzerland nor from a global standpoint. 

4. Future of Nuclear Power in Switzerland 
 
  Is nuclear power off the agenda for Switzerland?  
  The answer to this question will be given by Swiss 
voters. At present we still don't know how they will 
decide. But they have always responded in favour of 
nuclear power in past referenda.  

  Various political developments are conceivable:  
  In the short term a ban on new nuclear power 
stations could be issued. Despite this ban, 
technology and research will probably continue to 
be permitted and Switzerland - in other words the 
PSI - will continue to participate in international 
reactor research. So some doors would remain open. 

  In the medium term, we can expect to see older 
power stations continue to operate for some time, 
despite the ban on modern new plants.  
  This may sound a little inconsistent. But it's due to 
the concept of safety supervision in Switzerland.  
  In Switzerland a nuclear power station is allowed 
to operate for as long as it is regarded as safe. The 
independent supervisory authority sets the requisite 
standards in this respect. If these standards are not 
complied with or implemented, the authority can 
shut the plant down. 
  The supervisory authority regularly updates the 
standards. It also issued new requirements after 
Fukushima. For this reason, even older plants in 
Switzerland operate under a high safety standard. 
They are continually upgraded and modernised. 

  In the long term the possibility of Switzerland 
returning to nuclear power is not excluded – with 
the approval of the people.  

  Because perhaps the realisation will set in that 
nuclear power offers economic and ecological 
advantages. And that nuclear technologies will open 
up new horizons.  

5. A New Look for Nuclear Power? 
 
What does the future hold? Where will the main 
innovations be? 
  The following three factors are important for new 
technologies: 
  Firstly: Significant progress in the operational 
safety of new reactors; nuclear meltdowns 
impossible.  
  Secondly: Lower risks, reduced half-life and 
lower volumes for radioactive waste storage. 

  Thirdly: Energy equity and financial costs on a 
par with today's reactors; ideally, costs should be 
lower than for fossil fuels (including coal). 

  China – alongside the USA, France and Russia - is 
at the forefront of new technology development. 
There is not just one way forward – there is a whole 
range of different options. 

  HTR or HTR-PM technology offers a promising 
way forward in the aforementioned triangle. 
Thorium is another fuel that could push forward 
nuclear technology. 

  The trend towards smaller reactors such as the 
pebble bed reactor primarily offers advantages for 
large countries with extensive supply regions. For 
agglomorations or smaller countries such as 
Switzerland with a close-knit infrastructure, large 
reactors remain an option, although it is true that the 
fast shutdown of large reactors (e.g. type EPR) in 
small countries can endanger the grid.  

  I believe nuclear power will continue to play an 
important role in electricity supplies. Like every 
technology, it has its strengths and weaknesses. But 
it continues to offer major development potential. 
And this is what we need to tap.  

6. Summary 
 
  Let me now summarise my conclusions. 

Firstly: Two key global challenges face us today: 
Climate change and economic development. Both 
are directly associated with fossil fuels. 

Secondly: Clearly we need to burn fewer fossil 
fuels. But it is just as clear that people will consume 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

more energy in the future. We must find a 
replacement for fossil fuels. 

Thirdly: Nuclear power is or would be ideal. It is 
low in CO2 and delivers reliable electricity at low 
cost. That being the case, and from a global 
perspective, abandoning nuclear power – as 
Germany and Switzerland have opted to do – is no 
recipe for success. 

Fourthly: Nuclear power offers not just 
advantages. Advances must be made in the area of 
safety, the volume, quality and storage of radioactive 
waste, and in terms of profitability. 

Fifthly: New technologies must be measurable 
against these goals. The outlook is not bad, the 
options are many and varied. China will doubtless 
play a key role. 

In summary, it is not the end of the road for 
nuclear energy. Right now, no-one knows exactly 
what lies further down the road. That depends on 
mankind's creativity, the power of innovation, on 
policymakers, markets and developments in other 
energy sources. 


